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The victims, who post car reviews and other videos about the auto industry, were targeted in a seemingly coordinated campaign
to steal .... An anonymous reader quotes ZDNet: A massive wave of account hijacks has hit YouTube users, and especially
creators in the auto-tuning and .... If it is gone forever, it means I have lost a lot of videos from my childhood and the early days
of youtube. I have the previous details and IDs from the last hijacking.. Which YouTube accounts have been hacked? ...
concerning account hijacking and the coordinated hacking campaign that has been reported.. The account hacks are the result of
a coordinated campaign where hackers use phishing emails to lure victims on fake Google login pages .... YouTube creators
reported having their accounts hijacked, the result of a coordinated campaign that consisted of messages luring users to ....
YouTube creators are having their accounts hijacked in what appears to be a coordinated campaign launched against the
platform with .... YouTube creators are having their accounts hijacked in what seems to be a coordinated marketing campaign
launched in opposition to the platform with hackers .... Coordinated campaign bypassed 2FA. The account hacks are the result
of a coordinated campaign that consisted of messages luring users to .... In a coordinated attack, malicious actors have hijacked
thousands of YouTube creator accounts. Many of the YouTubers targeted in this ... Content creators are now unable to access
their channels and many channels have been deleted. ... Malicious actors used phishing campaign to begin their attacks.. Massive
wave of account hijacks hits YouTube creators appears to be a coordinated attack September 23, 2019. ... appears to be a
coordinated attack ... victim to a targeted phishing campaign, following a number of reports of .... A massive number of
YouTube creators are getting their accounts hijacked. ... The account hacks are the result of a coordinated campaign that .... A
coordinated phishing campaign hit a yet unknown number of prominent YouTube ... Massive wave of account hijacks hits
YouTube creators.. YouTube creators are having their accounts hijacked in what seems to be a coordinated marketing campaign
launched towards the platform .... YouTube creators are having their accounts hijacked in what appears to be a coordinated
campaign launched against the platform with .... The account hacks are the result of a coordinated campaign where hackers use
phishing emails to lure victims on fake Google login pages from .... Several high-profile accounts of YouTube creators
especially from the auto and car community have been targeted in a massive wave of account hijacks. ... YouTube account
hacks are the result of a coordinated campaign ...

The victims, who post car reviews and other videos about the auto industry, were targeted in a seemingly coordinated campaign
to steal .... COORDINATED CAMPAIGN BYPASSED 2FA. The account hacks are the result of a coordinated campaign that
consisted of messages luring .... A huge wave of hack attack hit YouTube Creators recently, especially creators in ... creators
(even in India) have reported about their accounts getting hijacked. These hacks have been a result of a coordinated campaign
that ...
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